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Lehigh Unive~~itY:J Institute of Research, Fritz En-
gineering Laboratory, Hydraulics Division, and United
Stated Army Engineer District, Philadelphia, Corps of
Engineers, DoS. Army, provided for experimental and
analytical studies of a model dredge pump~ The study
wa.s initiated to improve design of a hopper dredge
pump primarily for pumping 8ilt~clay-water mixtures q
The project was divided into four phases:
Phase A - Model tests or the existing dredge pump
Phase B ~ Recommendations for design changes
of the dredge pump
Phase C - Model investigation of the modified
design of the dredge pump
Phase D - Analysis of the investigation and
~inal recommendations
Initially, Phase A of the project was authorized.
A 1:8 scale model of the dredge pump now installed
on the U.S. Corps of Engineers dredge ESSAYONS was con-
structed prior to its installation at the Hydraulic Labor-
atory of' Lehigh University. Expel'1imental studies were
conducted with water and three dilutions or the silt-clay
material which was taken from Weehawken-Edgewater Channel
o~ New York Harbor$ Stlfficient information has been ob--
tained for calculations o~ head, capacity, efficienoy, and
~ i1
brake horse power curves for six selected impeller speeds.
A mi'nimum amount o:f initiaJ. testing was performed on 270 0
pipe bends to obtain some indication of scale effect o In
addition, high speed moving pictures were taken through
the Plexiglass volute walls with a primary purpose of in-
vestigating flow condittons in the volute chamber of the
pumpc
The present project report describing studies
performed is intended to provide a summary of results
obtained under Phase A or the project o
The main body of the report is devoted to the
description of test facilities and procedures, and a
summary of experimental data~
Detailed experimental data, as well as other
pertinent information, are included in the Appendix.
The project was under the direction or John B~
Herbich, Chairman of the Hydraulics Division. Most of the
experimental work and analysis of the data was performed
by V. Levi, Research Instructor, and W.L. Weiss, Research
Assistant, who also assisted in preparation of the report.
P.L. Brach, Research Assistant, assisted in design and in-
stallation of test facility. Manuscript preparation was
performed by Miss E~Ec Young. Professor W.J o Eney is the
Director of the Fritz Engineering Laboratory, and Dr. HoA.
Neville, Director or the Institute of Research~
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A B S T RAe T
A study was initiated to improve design
or a hopper dredge centrifugal pump for pumping
silt-clay~water mixtures~
The first part of the study involved in-
stallation and testing, in the hydraulic labora-
tory, of a 1 to 8 scale model of the dredge pump
now used on hopper dredge ESSAYONS o Water, as
well as silt~clay-water mixtured were pumped, and
complete characteristics of the pump obtained for
flow or 0 to 1200 gallons per minute, speed of
1150 to 1900 revolutions per minute, and liquid
concentrations of 1000 to 1320 grams per liter.
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ClfARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL DREDGE PUMP
I o INTRODUCTION
The hydraulic transportation or solids in pipes is
an important method employed in dredging operations and
other civil engineering works 0 Powerful dredges are used
on large projects along the coasts of the United States.
Some of the dredges originally designed for a speci~ics1te
are moved ~rom one location to another where di~ferent con-
ditions may be encountered, particularly with respect to
mechanical analysis and concentration of solids in the
pumped material o Consequently the efficiency or the dred~
pump is a~~ected, and dredging operations in a new loca-
tion may prove to be uneconomical unless the pump used is
designed for the materials to be moved6
The majority or dredge pumps are designed for
pumping of sand-water mixtures; however, the same pumps
are frequently used to pump silt, clay, or silt-clay mix-
tures, particularly as part of channel maintenance by
hopper dredges. In many cases, pumps designed ror pumping
sand-water mixtures will be ine~ficient while pumping finer
solidso
A brief review' or available literature revealed
that publ:tshed informa.tion perte~ining to design of' dredge
pump or characteristics of a dredgepump is very li.mited.
Only a small number of articles, mostly descriptive, were
located and are brierly discussed in the next chapter.
2Some published information is available on the
effect of viscosity on cent:rifugal pump performance1'l'l'.
A comprehensive study was conducted at the Hydraulic
La.boratory of Lehigh Un:l.versity during 1944 and 19450
Characteristic curves were obtained for a number
or pumps ror water and oils or various viscosities. The
study indicated that when viscosity of the pumped liquid
is increased, the values of head and efficiency plotted
as a runction o~ pump discharge, decrease~ It is logical
to assume that ~Then pump:lng silt-clayo:=>water mixtures,
similar ef'fects will be observed"
However, when pumps are especially designed for
handling solids-lvater mixttlres, this may not be the case;
for example, it was found in the present study, that ef-
ficiency o~ the pump was ~~eater ~or concentration o~
1170 grams per liter (gm/li-cer) than for wa.tero
The mecha.n1~cs of flow of water or Newtonian oil
in a pipe are fairly well known; however, the mechanics
of flow o~ solids~water mixtures are more complicated
because the properties of the rluid mixture are changed.
The presence of particles of silt or clay increases the
viscosity and density or the rluid, and fine silt intro-
duces a new phenomenon called the yield value, which
means that below a certain shear-stress the material does
not flow at al16 When the yield value has been reached,
.~t- These numerals refer to listings in the REFERENCES on p.147
3the material will move~ and for values greater than the
yield value it will ~lowo It is not possible at present
to calculate the theoretical yield value for any solids~
wa.ter mixture, thus this value has to be determined ex-
perimentallyo The yield values for the silt-clay-water
mixtures were determined experimentally by the Franklin
Institute2 0
Determination of characteristics or the material
was the first step in this studyo This was followed by
construction of a Its model of the pump currently used
on the dredge ESSAYONS, and its installation in a test
facility at the Hydraulic Laboratory of Lehigh University~
The experimental studies were conducted with water and
various concentrations of silt-clay-water mixtures, taken
~rom Weehawken~EdgewaterChannel of New York Harbor o The
results of the study should be generally applicable to a
majority of centrifugal dredge pumps pumping viscous
mixtures 0
The report presents the head-~low and efr1oienoy-
flow curves, obtained for pumping water and the .follow'ing
concentrations of silt~water mixtures: 1170, 1240, and,
1320 gm/liter~ III addition, equations are presented for
computing the head and horsepower required to pump vari-
ous concentrations of mixtures~
4II o REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON DREDGE PUMPS
The concept of using a centrifugal pump for dredg-
ing has been known for over a century~ About the year 1955
a hydraulic hopper dredge GENERAL MOULTRIE was constructed
and operated successfully~ In 1857 it apparently dredged
about 328 cubic yards per day3 0 The GENERAL MOULTRIE be-
came a casualty or the Civil Warp and another dredge was
not built in this country until 1871.
About 1867, the French engineer Bazin employed
this principle in excavating the Suez Canal.
The U~S. Corps of Engineers have operated some S2
hopper dredges since construction of the GENERAL MOULTRIE
until the present time~ The largest ocean-going hydraulic
dredge, the ESSAYONS (currently on lease to Suez Canal
Authority) can dredge some 7000 tons of material per hour
while moving at a speed or 3 knots.
In 1905 Maltby4 discussed dredging and dredging
pumps, showing charts and diagrams or results obtained
from difrerent dredges with difrerent pumps and varying
lengths o~ discharge pipelines 0
In 1915 Dent5 discussed the efficiency of the
dredge pump with regard to head, maximum percentage of
solids that can be transported with a given velocity,
as well as friction and head losses due to presence or
solids in the pipe line.
In 1927-28 Polhemus and Du Priest6 presented some
information on pipe friction obtained during tests or
large hydraulic dredge pumps. In 1929 Polhemus and Healy7
reported on a series of tests by the Port of Portland on a
30~inch dredge# The main purpose of the tests was to de-
termine the actual thrust loads and pressures acting on
the impe lIar 0
The results of these tests are reported as~ollows:
16 That the relief holes in the back of the impeller
materially reduced the thrust load and did not reduoe the
efficiency of the pump to any noticeable deg~ee.
2 0 That renewable clearance rings and small vanes on
the outside of the impeller shrouds are necessary to main-
tain close clearances and control the thrust loads o
3f While large clears.noes prodKuce low thrusts, close
clearances do not create a prohibitive thrust and are
necessary to maintain a high pump efficiencyo
4. That the pressures on the front and back shrouds
are not the same, and are considerably less than the pump
discharge pressurs o
5. That the whirlpool pressures are not as high as
the discharge pressure or the pump, and that the press~
ures in the lower half of the pump casing are somewhat
greater than those in the upper half 0
6~ That it is not necessary to carry the same press-
ure on the water service to the pump-shaft seal as is the
discharge pressure of the dredge pump.
670 That the thrust load increased with the total head G
80 That the thrust load is greater for any given con-
dition when pumping solids mixtures than when pumpingwater o
90 That the thrust loads are less for any given heads
with the smaller high-speed pump impeller as compared with
larger slow~speed impel1ers~
In 1930=31 Ohat1ey8 discussed the friction forces
acting in pipelines carrying solids-water mixtures, and
showed the method for computing energy required to force
mixture flow through pipelines.
In the discussion of drag suction dredging, the
author pointed out two disadvantages or this type of
dredging:
(a) The large volume of water which has to be pumped
with the solids to keep the mixture in a surriciently
fluid condition to be lirted and passed through the pipes
and p1.1mpS (I
(b) The large hopper capacity required to avoid the
loss or er~iciency both by the transportation of an ex-
cess proportion of dilution water and by cessation of
dredging during such transport.
Item (a) calls ~or a careful design of drag-head 0
In some oS.see the mud rnay be cut by a specially desi'gned
drag-head, in other cases, the drag~head injection water
is forced by high-pressure pumps, and the combined effect
or the propeller push, the injection water momentum, and
the pressure induced at the mouth by the vacuum at the
7main pumps, lifts a mixture of mud and water up the suct-
ion pipe o Under favorable circumstances the quantity of
dilution water is not unreasonably large 0
Item (b) calls for a large hopper capacity~ In
actua.l practice, the hopper size is limited by draught,
initial cost, and propulsive conditions, but it is obvi~
ous that the hopper should be as large as possible, and
the density or the mixture a maximum Q
In 1931 Jefferson9 described studies and experi-
ments on four hydraulic dredge units at Fort Peck Dam,
each with a set o~ five 28-inch centrifugal pumps. The
development or e.lloy and rubber materials for vita.l pa.rts
of the pumps subjeot to excessive wear, is said to have
increased the pump efficiencyo
In 1936 a model study "was performed at the Bonne-
ville Hydraulic L~oratory, Portland, Oregon3 e A l-to-4
scale model dredge pump was constructed; part of it was
ma.de o.f a transpar~ent substance which permitted visua.l
inspection and photographing or the pump interior~ Among
the tests was one which investigated the efrect of dual
suction lines connected to a single suction dredge pump~
All tests, which were made in connection with design or
the dredge PACIFIC, were performed with clear fresh water.
The study indicated that:
(1) The wye has caused a loss of 4.4 per cent in
erriciency through increased turbulence and unbalanced
flow
8(2) The pump ef~iciency did not change appreciably
over the range of experiment
(3) The increase of suction pipe diameter caused
cons iderab le increa.se ll:l pump dlscl1.arge
(4) Both drag arms sho-uld be used whenever C ondi t ions
a.re favo!)able, in order to reduce the velocities in the
suction line o
In 1937 OtBrien, M. ~d Folsom, R.G. lO , presented
results or experiments of movement of quartz sand and tresh
water through horizontal pipe lines.
In 1939 Durepaire ll presented a paper dealing
with the theory of dredging and pumping of soil in a
liquid state. In 1940 Chatley12 discussed'a theory of
the horizontal transportation o~ solids in air and water,
illustrated by c ornpu.tat ions *
Also in 1940, Fairbank13 presented results of an-
alytical and experimental study of the effect of material
in suspension 11pon the chara.. cteristics of a centri:fugal
pump 0 The purpose or the investigation wa.s to obtain the
characteristics of a centrifugal pump of known dimensions
while pumping i.n St1.spension material of known sizes and
concentrations, and to make a quantitative analysis of
the change in characteristics due to the material in sus-
pension. The following conclusions were made in this in-
vest iga t ion·~
10 At a given capacity the head developed, in
feet of mixture, by a centrifugal pump
handling material in suspension, is less
than that developed ror water alone 0
2. The drop in the head~capacity characteristics
at constant ,speed varies not only as the
concentration but also as the particle size
of' the material In sllspensioniJ
3. The fall velocity o~ the suspended material is
the most important property in predicting the
effect of material on the pump perrormance.
40 The effect on the pump characteristics o~ very
fine particles· in suspension, such as muds
having colloidal properties, is of a differ-
ent nature than that o~ a true suspension.
5. The power input to a centrifugal pump varies
dlI)ectly with the apparent specific gravity
of the suspension being pumpedo
6. The flow at max1.mum e:f:ficiency of a centrif'u-
gal pump remains about constant ror various
concentrations and sizes or suspended mater-
ials o
7. The ordinary arfinity relations of centrifugal
pumps are valid within small ranges of speed
when pumping material in suspension.
9
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80 The theoretical analysis presented indicated
the nature of the changes in the head-flow
characteristics of a centrifugal pump hand-
ling solids in suspension, and will serve
as a first approximation in predicting pump
performance; and
9. Suspended material p of sufficient size and
concentration to change pump characteris-
tics, makes the present (1942) method o~
estimating pump performance from clear-
water test definitely in errore
Also in 1940, Vaughn14 discussed the need for a
closer analysis of operation of suction dredges to reduce
the costs, and gave examples or actual operating figures
to show how slight changes can make large differences in
performance 0
In 1941, Briggs 15 reported on tests performed with
the purpose of studying the effect of a suction booster on
the capacity or a dredge pump. It is well known that the
energy expended in the suction type of dredge is equal to
the sum of the entrance loss at the mouth o~ the suotion
pipe, the velocity head in the suction pipe, the frictional
resistance of the flow in the suction pipe, the energy re-
quired to raise the dredged material to the water surface
level, and from the water surface level to the level of the
pump. The material dredged was sand. It was anticipated
~ 11
that the addition of a booster would increase the capacity
of the pump 0 Numerous tests were run from which the
following conclusions were derived.
1. For any set of conditions there is a critical
booster speed below which the booster acts
as an obstruction.
2 0 For any given concentration, a booster increa.ses
the velocity of~ flow and output of sando
3. For a given sand output a booster decreases the
vacuum at the dredge pump 0
Therefore, in general, a booster increases the
maximum output concentration of sand, and decreases the
vacuum at the dredge under these maximum conditions, pro-
vided that it operates above a certain critical speed.
It should be noted that wear on both the dredge
pump a.nd booster 1tl~tS considerable at the end of the tests.
The variables included in these tests were the
sand characteristics, depth and speed or dredging, wear
of the dredge pump, wear or booster impeller, sUbmergence
and lift, booster speed, sand concentration, discharge,
velocity in the suction line, output, discharge pressure
of the dredge pump, vacuum, difrerential head across the
booster, virtual vacuum, and power.
In 1948 De Gaag16 described a new laboratory fa-
cility constructed in Delrt for studies of centrirugal
dre dge pumps 0
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Also in 1948, Bergeron17 suggested physical ex-
planations for the effect of solids in suspension on the
perrormance of hydraulic turbomachineso
In 1953 Ba11ade 18 reported on the progress made
in improving the efficiency or dredging, thanks to re-
search work in the following topics:
(a) Improvement of dredging pumpo Higher output.
Resistance to wear o
(b) Study concerning the suction drag head and
decantation in the hopper 0
(0) Degassing, which indicates an improvement or
15 per cent in output in heavily gas-laden
soils~
(d) Studies regarding the rlow of mixtures con~
taining sand of all grain textures~
In the same report Lavel discussed the need of
improving the per~ormance of hopper dredge pumps work~
ing in fine sands 0 Investigations were reoommended to
improve the decantation of fine sands and the design of
drag head. As soon as the size or the dredged sand
drops down to about one-tenth of a millimeter, the de-
cantation of the mixture in the dredge hoppers becomes
dif.ficult.
In 1954, Scherrauer, as editor-in=chier3 , pre-
pared a comprehensive pUblication on hopper dredges.
This book provides historical background on development
- 13
In addition, a translation of an article entitled
INFLUENCE OF VOLUTES ON CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR CENTRI~
FUGAL PUMPS, by F o Krisam19 was made. Krisam draws atten~
tion to the fact that a pump should be designed as a unit,
that as much attention should be given to the design of
volute as is given to the design of an impeller o It was
thought that the article might be of value in the second
phase of the project o
TII o THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A1) THEORETICAL HEAD
An expression for the theoretical head of a cen-
trifugal pump is obtained by applying the principle o~
angular momentum to the mass of liquid passing through
the impeller passages o
The moment of external forces
may be given by
T:::::~~ (r2c2cos(X2 "'rlclcosO(l) (1)
where ~~ = constant time rate
of mass flow through the
impeller
c =absolute velocity of' flow
w == relative velocity of flow
u == peripheral 'veloci ty of .flow
The external forces applied to the liquid between
the va.nes are:
where
1~ The di~~erence in pressure on two sides of each
vane ,( Pf and Pb) 0
2 0 Pressures Pd and Ps, on the faces ab and cd,
which are radial forces and have no moment about the
axis of rotation~
30 Hydraulic- friction forces which oppose relative
flow and produce torque in addition to that exerted by
the impeller vanes o
The power input (p) may be expressed as:
T w == Q ~w (r2c2cos 0(2 ... rlclcosC(l) (2)
dm
Q f =: dt
w ~ angular velocity of the impeller
SUbstituting u2 = wr2p c2cosoc2 = Cu2)
Ul -.. W 1'"J1, and· c Ie os ol: 1 ::: cuI
P _... Q, f (U2 C t12 - ulCl11)
which is equal to the pump output of an idealized
pump
( 3)
or which is known as the
Euler's Equation ror theoretical head, since all hy-
draulic losses have been neglected. By trigometric
manipulation, the Euler's Equation becomes:
or
or
Hi 1 [(C2 -ci) + (2 2+ 2 2)J (4)= 2g U2 - ul WI <ZOO w2
- .- +-- •
Hi
1 [(Change in kinetic energy) +::: 2g (increase in pressure :from ]
impeller inlet to outlet)
Hi 1 [( dynamic cb~ange)+ ( stat 1c change ~-... 2g
B. HEAD LOSSES
All the head in a centrifugal pump is generated by
the impeller~ The other parts cause only losses and do not
increase the head o The losses in centrifugal pumps may be
divided into: (a) hydralllic
(b ) leakage
( c ) disk rrictton, and
( d) mechanlcal
(a) The hydraulic losses In a centrifugal pump are
directly the result of skin friction and eddy systems
along the primary path of the fluid passing through the
pumpe It is not possible to analyze these losses sep-
arately since they depend on a considerable number of
the following geometric variables:
1. Suction pipe dimensions and shape of inlet
which determine the state of ~low at entrance
2. Design of pump inlet, eye diameter, or its
equivalent
30 Shape, length, curvatures of impeller pass~
ages, contraction or expansion or cross
sections
4b Dimensions or volute, design of spiral, and
dii~fuser
In general, the flow is non~uniform and pipe fric-
tion factors should not be used except for very rough cal~
culationso Boundary layer theory cannot be applied because
of curvature enoountered~ The following general comments
might be in order:
~ 16
l~ The hydraulic losses are interdependent, and
very difficult to measure experimentally, hence, only
total losses are usually determined by experiments.
2 0 Available theories give only very approximate
quantitative in~ormation of the individual losses.
30 The relative magnitude of the losses varies
as a function or specific speed and of Reynolds Number~
b~ Leakage loss is a loss of capacity through the
running clearances between the rotatlng element and the
stationary casing parts; it exists because of the pres-
sure difference between entrance and exit section o Leak-
age losses for low~viscosity liquids may be considerable,
but in pumping vlscous fluids the leakage flow is usually
laminar, and it may become insignificant 0 The volumetric
efficiency (11 v) is then equal to 1"
The volumetric efriciency is de~ined as:
where
'l1 = Q
'l V Q+ QL
Q - measured flow
QL ~ leakage flow
Co Disk ~riction loss is due to a rotary motion or
liquid in the space between the d~isk and stationary walls.
A circulation ts estEtblished as a result of centrifugal
for~ces. Sarna test data are available on the disk friction
loss ror cold water, and prleiderer22 has prepared a chart
of the friction coefficients for calculating the disk
friction loss to be used in connection with the following
equation ror horsepower absorbed by disk rriction:
- 17
HP == KD2 ~ U 3 ( 6 )
where K = numerical coefficient being a func-
tion of Reynolds Number
D = impeller diameter in feet
~ = fluid specific weight in
pounds per oubic root
u = outside peripheral velocity in
feet per;, second
d. Mechanical losses are caused by the stu~fing box
and bearing o These losses are not affeoted by the type
of fluid pumped and need not be discussed here o
Co PUMPING SOLIDc=iLIQUID MIXTURES
In a centrifugal pump, power applied to the shaft
is converted by the impeller into pressure energy or the
liquid o When a centrifugal pump is used for pumping sol-
ids in suspension in the liquid, the solids cannot absorb,
store, or transmit pressure energy, which is a property or
fluids 0 Therefore, when solid~liquid mixtures are being
pumped, solids can only acquire kinetic energyo But solids
cannot convert tIle kinet io energy int 0 pressure and the
major part of pressure is wasted. Solids are moved through
the pump almost entirely at the expense o~ the energy im-
parted to the liquid by the pump impeller 0 Thus, the total
head is considerably lower than that ror the liquid alone.
Transportation of solids in a liquid results in additional
hydraulic losses due to the relative motion o~ the liquid
.. 18
with respect to the solids~ Acc~ding to OfBrienlO , the
pump gross efficiency decreases rapidly when conoentration
of solids in the mixture is increasedo This appears to be
correct for the case when the solid particles are, say, as
large as sand grains (O~006 mm <sand diameter < 2 0 00 mm),
but may not be necessarily correct when particles a.re smaller
than 0 0 06 mm o In our case, 90 per cent of particles are
sma.ller tharl 0 0 06 mm (Fig ~ 1), and mixture of' s i1t, clay,
and water has both viscous and plastic characteristics.
This type of material is called a Bingham body23.
It is analogous to an ideal plastic, in that it
flows under a given yield stress~ It is unlike a plastic,
in that once flow commences it is retarted by an incre~sed
resistance to shear o The equation for the shear stress of
a Bingham body is therefore:
dv




Definition Sketch .foI' Equation (7)
i! as a Function of T
cl'y
where ~ yield == shear stress at yield point
fl = dynamic viscosity
1l ::: velocity
- 19
to the direction or motion
If the shearing stress L is such that it is less
than TyieldJ then the material will deform elastically
but will not move 0 Once T = Tyield the material will
move, but it will not f'low until L> (yield.
It is kn01VTI that for laminar flow in a circular
pipe the shearing stress at the center is zero and in-
creases linearly to a maximum at the pipe wallo There-
fore, it is conceiv'able tha.t there is a cylinder of the
material at the center of the pipe which moves as a rigid
body, but which does not rlow, as indicated below o This
tYr>e of fl()w is lmown as "plug flow".
,..
Plastic Flow in a Tube
If flow in a pipe is to be in equilibrium, then
l'1p (A) =T2rrR t1TCtst hoJ_d, and it can be shown that:
7, r.::: r 011p/2Ij
Substituting this into Equation (7) gives:
fl'~ :::: rL1p/2L - 'Tyield (8)
By integrating this expression, the equation
for the velocity v at any radius roan be determined.
r 2 i1p
)L v =:: ~' = 7 yie ld r + C
and assuming that there is no slippage (1 0 8 0 , the
R2 l\p,
material adhered to the wall), C ='"lTC"'""+ '[yield R
therefore: v == .- 1 [(R
2
-..E.
2 )LlE = Tyield (R-r)]
JL ' LtL
Since d2 = r 2 rr dv, this expression can be integrated
between r o and R, and an expression obtained for the
flow through a given pipe 0
c.w 20
( 10)
It can be seen, however, that this -value of Q
depends on the dimensions Land R. In order that the
rlow curves be independent of the dim~nsions of the
testing apparatus, the following parameters are used.
S ::::~ rate or shear, which has the dimen-rrR:3 ,
sions sec-l and T= RL1p shearing stress
. ,,2L '
Substituting into equation (9), we obtain an
expression for the rate o~ shear S
=: 1" [ _ 4 (7:~ield) 1 (TYield) 4]
S Jv 1 3 L ... 3 'r ( 11)
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A plot of S vs o 7 will have the rorm indicated
belows
S as a Function or T
It can be seen that this is of the same type as
the flow curves 1flrlich were obtained by Franklin Institute
from tests on the Weehawken silt-clay material. It would
also be of interest to note that the yield value deoreases
with decreasing concentration, and that the slope of the
upper part of the curve approaches that of water2 0
TV 0 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
A. GENERAL COMMENTS
The purpose of the experimental stUdy of Phase A
of the project was to determine the characteristios of a
model dredge pump and to rind, if possible, a specific
rela.tionship between concentration or mixture on one hand,
and head, rlow, power input, and efficiency on the other
hand.
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The first series of tests was performed with water
so as to obtain a basis for comparison of pump character-
istics of silt-clay~water mixtures c Sufficient data were
collected to calculate the head~flow, efficiency-flow, and
brake horsepower~flow curves for seven impeller speeds o
The following speeds were seleoted: 1150, 1300, 1440,
1550, 1650, 1750 j and 1900 revolutions per minute (rpm).
The speed of 1440 rpm in the model corresponds to proto-
type speed of 180 rpm o
A Plexiglass volute chamber and suction side head
(FigoA-3) was installed for visual observations of flow or
water through the pump 0 In addition, high-speed moving
pictures of flow in the volute were taken. Plastic balls,
l/8-inch in diameter and specific gravity equal to 1.19,
were introduced into the suction pipe, and pictures were
taken at the rate of approximately 6000 ~rames per second
or the flow in the voluts o The results were satisfactory,
and it is planned to analyze the films in the next phase
or the project~,
Following the water tests, three concentrations of
silt-clay~water mixtures, 1170, 1240, and 1320 grams per
liter were prepared and sufficient data collected to cal,-
culate the head-rlow, e~ficiency-flow, and brake horse~
power-rlow curves for a number of impeller speeds o The
capacity of the electric motor prevented obtaining the
data for high speeds for some of the mixture concentra~























The exact meani.ng of~ concentration of a number of'
grams per liter should probably be explained here. In
dredging operations it is common to describe the consist-
ency of solids-water mixture as percentage of solids by
volume. But ffsolids n are sometimes defined as actually
comprised of the d,:r~y gTains plus the water which occupies
the void spaces between grainso The lfsolids n in this case
is a misnomer, and tb~ey srlou]_d be ca]~led the fYbottom ma-
terial." or nin situ lt rnaterial. As an example, let us con-
sider a material which has been weighed and found to have
an average density of 1400 grams per liter# Let us assume
the grain specific gravity to be 2,,6 and wa.ter specific
gravity to be 1.0. On~ liter o~ material is then com-
prised of X cubic centimeters (cos) of dry grains and
(IODO-X) ccs of water~ Total weight is then found from
the following equation:
(12 )
from which X = 250 cos of true solids, leaving 750 cos of
water. This is then a mixture containing 25 per cent by
volume o~ true solids~
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B c) MODEL SCALE
Experience has demonstrated that the performance
of a pump may be obtained by model tests with a minimum
of time and expense~ The need for model testing arises
from the ract that the flow conditions in a pump are so
exceedingly complex that performance cannot be predicted
from analytical considerations alone 0
Similitude requirenwnts for a pump follow those
developed for closed~conduit flow~ The principal action
in a pump is a dynamic traIlsfer of energy between impell-
er and the moving fluid. General characteristics of
energy transfer are similar in model and prototype pump
under the following conditions:
a o Model and prototype should be geometrically
s irnilarl
b o There should be kinematic similarity
Co There should be dynamic similarity
Complete geometric similarity requires that the
relative roughness of the impeller and pump casing sur-
faces be the samS q These conditions cannot be satisfied,
but they are approached by making the model surfaces
smooth and operating the model at prototype velocities.
With the same sur~ace texture in model and prototype,
the model efficiency will be lower than that of the pro-
totype~ The model efficiency will also be reduced because
of greater relative clearances and shart friction in the
model~ The model size should be of reasonable size. With
these comments in mind, the size of the model was selected
as one-eighth of the size of prototype, giving the model
impeller diameter as lO~1/2 inches 0 The clearances in the
model impeller were kept down to 1/b4th~inch, and the im~
peller and volute casing surfaces were hand dressed to a
smoother finish than the prototype surfaceso The sturring
box friction was minimized by a special design (Figo3).
Modern pump testing is carried out at prototype
velocities and heads. Thus, the head developed irl the
model was the same as in the prototype (81 ~t-]b/lb. of
fluid) 0 The higher value or Reynolds Number obtained in
this case yields a higher model efficiency, counteracting
the lower value of efficiency resulting from roughness
and other ef:fects, pl~odlJ.cl.ng a rl10re significa.nt value of
efficiency for the prototype~ Also, model perrormance
is more significaIlt wlth respect to separation and c'avi-
tatlon effectso
Model results are usually extended to the proto-
type by relationship derived rrom the equality of speci-
fic speeds (N s ), together with the actual ratio of head
or speed used in testso Thus:
wher~e stlbscript tn refers to the model
subscript p refers to the prototype
(N~) (N VQ)
;3/4 m = H3/4 p
( 13)
where N = impeller speed in rpm
Q := discharge in gallons per minute
H == head in ft~lb/lb 0
OR
Nm JQp' fHm ) 3/4 ( 14)N= Qm ~pp
The discharge is proportional to velocity (v)
times the diameter squared (D2 )




Qm =: {If;; (Dm)2
Qp VR; Dp
SUbstituting Eqo (15) in Eqo (14)
Nm _ Dp \~
Np - Dm ~ Hp
( 15)
( 16)
Equations (15) and (16) should be satisfied
to obtain the hydraulic similarity~ Since the model




Thus the maximum operating speed in the proto-
type of 180 l')pnl corresponds to 1440 rpm in the model.
Similarly, Eqo (15) was reduced to:
Qm == (DDm
p
) r:aQp (18 )
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OR
Q = Q ( Dm\ 2 =: 141 ~ 4 ( 81 \ 2
m P Dp ) )
== 2():l96 cl:tbic feet per second (efa)
The specific speed of the pump was 1680 rpm o
The various dimensions may be summarized as ~ollows:
Prototype
Suction pipe diameter 4-1/2 inches 36 inches
Discharge pipe diameter 4 inches 32 inches
Impeller diameter 10-1/2 inches 84 inches
RPM 1440 180
Discharge 2 0 20 era 14104 efs
Total head 81 rt-lb/lb. 81 .rt-lb/lb.
Number of vanes 5 5
Specific speed 1680 rpm 1680 rpm
C. TEST FACILITY
The test loop for pumping the river silt~clay-
water mixture consists of a large tank and a centrifugal
pump operated by a Direct Current Motor 0 The ~luid is
re-.circulated by the pump, as shown in Fig. 2 0 The
following is a descrlption o:f the equipment~
a. ~~~~ - The pump is a 1 to 8 scale model of the
centrifugal dredge pumps on the Corps of Engineers t
hydraulic dredge ESSAYONS (Fig*3)o The pump was manu-
factul~ed by' Ell.icott Ivraol11118 Corpol~ation or Baltimore,
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Maryland b The pump impeller and volute are made or bronze
castings, a Plexiglass volute has also been furnished in
order to observe actual flow oonditions in the pump ~or
tests with water o The pump shaft is of stainless steel,
supported by anti-friction type bearings (ball bearings)
to a.bsorb the radial and thrust loads of the pump., The
stuffing box seal is of mechanical type made by Garlock
Pa.cking Company (MECHANIPAK SEAL, type BB ...21A, with style
B stationary seat)o
b. Motor ~ The motor is a 60 hp Direct Current LIFE-
LINE H, frame 405-A motor manufactured by Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Burfalo, New· York. This motor is
especially designed to provide a wide speed range and ac-
curate regulation of the speed. The motor was calibrated
prior to shipment to the Laboratory. The calibration or
the motor was required for determination of the power
input 0 (Fig~ Aes>4, A-S) e
c~ Flow Meter - The flow is measured by means of a
Ma.gnetic Flow Meter manufa.ctured by the Foxboro Company,
Foxboro, Massachusetts~ The operation of this meter is
based on Faradayts law or electromagnetic induction, ioe o ,
the voltage induced in a conductor moving through a mag-
netic field is proportional to the velocity of the con-
ductor~ In the flow meter, a non~magnetic pipe is used
and a ma.gnetic .fieJ.d is induced across the pipe by means
of an electromagnet" When a :fluid of suffici,ent conductiv--
ity flows through the pipe, a voltage is generated much
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the same as a wire moving through a magnetic field, this
voltage is proportional to the velocity of the flowing
fluid o By means of two electrodes placed in the wall of
the pipe, this voltage can be measured and recorded in
units of ~low by an electronic self~balancingDynalog
Recorder~ A one per cent accuracy in ~low measurement
is claimed by the manufacturer or the meter o
d. Dynalog R·ecord~ - The Dynalog is used to convert
the generated voltage into a measurement of ~low and also
to provide a permanent record of the recorded ~lows. The
Dynalog converts the electrical variations into mechanical
movements which are recorded on a revolving chart by ,means
of a pen attached to the recorder by a link arrangement.
(Fig .. A..5) 0
e. Piping - The piping system, starting on the suc-
tion side, consists of a 6-inch ffdrag arm" section or
pipe inside the tank, which is followed by a 4-1/4 inch
suction line to the pumpf The discharge pipe is 4 inches
in &iameter, followed by a Magnetic Flow Meter o From
thereon the line is expanded into a 6~inch line to minim-
ize rriction and it discharges below the fluid level in
the tank 0 The discharge line has a 4~inch by-pass line
for storing purposes and for emptying the tank 0
f. Measurinwg Equipment - Disc.harge and suction
heads are measured by means of manometersf
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A lOO~inch mercury-water manometer is used to
measure the discharge heado This is adequate for lower
pump speeds; for greater speeds a baJwancing pressure is
used to extend the range or the manometer o The suction
pressure is measured by means of a 50~inch mercury-water
manometer 0 For low suction and for positive suction
readings which occur at "shut-off tT and at very low flows,
a 20-inch indicating fluid=water manometer is used. The
indicating fluid has a specific gravity of 1 0 75. This
arrangement provides accurate readings for both positive
and negative suction heads. In addition, for visual
checks on the discharge and suction pressures, two Bour-
don-type pressure gages were installed o The silt-clay-
water mixture in the manometer connecting lines was pre-
vented from entering the manometers by means of a 3-inch
diameter and 4~1/2 inch high Plexiglass pots o These pots
were filled with mixture in the lower half and water in
the upper hal~~ Thus a visual observation was provided
and, in most cases, prevented the mixture from entering
the manometer 0 The mixture~water level was checked and
adjusted before each test run~
The speed was mea.sured with a Tachom.eter-genera.-
tor mounted on the shart of the D.C. electric motor and
frequent checks were made with a recently calibrated
Hasler Tachometer 0
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D'o PROPERTIES OF SILT~CLAYc»WATER MIXTURE
a o Mechanical Ap~lysis
The mechanical analysis of solids performed, using
standard nlethods with an ASTM hydrometer:1 show that 99 it 5
per cent or the particles are riner than 00155 mm, and that
2004 per cent are riner than 0.001 mm o This indicates that
the material is predominantly silt (55%), contains about
14 per cent sand, 11 per cent clay, and has a 20 per cent
colloid content (Figol)o
b~ Specific Gravitl
The specific gravity of solids, as determined by
means of a.n ASTM standar'd test, was found to be 2 0 630
c 4 Mixtu~~_~cel1tra_tL<2!l
The percentage of solids by volume of the material
d.e Iivered to the IJab oratory was :found to vary between 30
and 38 per cento As the specified intensity or the mater-
ia.l in place of JJ~~OO grams per liter is equivalent to 25
per cent by volumB of true solids, the mixture was diluted
.for tests 0
d~ Conductivity of Mixture
The electrical conductivity of the silt~clay~water
mixture was found to be 22 000 micromhos and 12 000 microm-
hos for the silt~clay mixture. This indioates that the




All the equipment was periodically checked during
the experimental tests G All connecting lines were freed
of air and checked be~ore and arter each run o
The magnetic flow meter measurements were checked
against a calibrated elbow meter for tests with water,
and I.... ound to be corree,t G
Frequent temperature measurements were taken, and
an attempt made to carry out tests within a small range of
temperature of fluid. This 'was not always possible. How-
ever, the temperature of the fluid for concentrations of
1170, 1240, and 1320.gm/liter only varied between 31 0 5°
and 1-1-160° Centigt"ade fi It is believed that this does not.
affect the apparent visoosity of the rluid to any marked
degree 0
The silt-clay-water mixture concentration was
taken for each run and an average computed ror each ·series
or tests. Samples of mixture were taken ~rom a horizontal
port ion of 6WQinch pipe. Sample tubes 1/4... irlch diameter,
were located at the wall of the pipe, at 1~1/2 inches dis-
tant from the pipe wall and at the center or the pipe 9 The
tubes were tapered orr and had sharp edges so as not to
d:tsturb the flow ~ Usually an a.verage value of mixtures
was taken and recorded o Initially, concentrations of mix-
tures were determined by means of a hydrometer. However,
this method proved to be inaccurate for concentrations
above 1.160 gm/llter al1.d. -\ralues or concentration were ob ..·
tained by weighing one liter of the mixture 0
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Pressure readings were
not corrected for pipe
friction losses between
pump flange and piezometer
connections 0 This refine~
men"t did not appear to be
necessary, since the piez-
ometer connections in each
case were located 6 inches
from the pump flange.
Most operational difficulties were discovered and
improved by running first a full series of experiments
with water o Improvements and'modifications were made and
definite procedures for silt-clay-water mixture runs were
established"
TJ:1stesting procedure was as .follows:
1. Start rnotor
2~ Set the desired speed in rpm
30 Adjust voltage (approximately 240 volts used
for all tests)
4. Take current readings in amperes
s. Read ft311tlt~.. offff head from discharge manometer
and check with pressure gage readings
6. Open valves and adjust for desired flow
70 Adjust voltage if it has varied from 240 volts
8~ Readjust the desired rlow
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9~ Take another ammeter reading
10 0 Read discharge pressure and suction pressures
from respective manometers
11. Take samples of"' rnixture and determine con"""
centratiorl
12 0 Increase flow to desired value and repeat
procedure 0
For each speed, the information pertinent to








For a given speed and flow, the Voltage reading
multiplied by Ampere reading, gives the reading in Watts
which can be converted to Brake Horse Power (BHP) from
the motor calibration curve. The discharge head, suction
head, and velocity heads, are added to give the total
head (H)o The total head (H) can be converted to Horse
Power (HP), and the ratio HP/BHP yields the efficiency
of the pump $
- 3.5
E. SAMPLE CALCULATION
The following sample calculation is for a flow of
1000 gpm, a speed of 1440 rpm, and a concentration of
1170 gm/litero
Speed: N := 1440 rpm
Flow: Q -. 1000 gpm =: 2 0 228 efs
Motor Voltage ~ V = 241 volts
Motor Current~ I """"'-' 9~ a.mps
Power to Motor: Watts :: 241 x 95 = 22,895 Watts
-10.21 rt~ or waterSuction head =
From motor calibration curve; 22,895 watts supplied




where ~ :E-I2 0 c spec ifio ~le ight or water
PdDischarge head =~H20 = 66.07 ft. of water
2
Change in Velocity Head = S ~ = 4.15 ft. of water2g
where S = specific gravity or rluid being pumped
Pd Pa ~V2
Total Head 1 H = ~H20 - ~H20 + S 2g
c 66.06 - (-10.21) + 4.15
= 80 0 42 rt,~ or water
Q'6rI20 H
Hi = -5 • 20.31 HP
20.31
Efficiency = 26.75 x 100 = 76.1 per cent
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v 0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A 0 EXPER IMENTAL DATA
Complete performance characteristios were plotted
for all runs taken an,d discrepancies theref'ore easily dis-
covered o In a number of cases the tests were re~run as a
check on original data, also to ascertain whether the data
could be repeated e Many cross-plots, which are not repro-
duced here, were also prepared ~or all tests as a re~check
of the data o The influence of accidental errors was thel-"eby
rninimized()
Curves for successlve runs were assembled and com-
pared ace ording to the order of their concentr ations II These
performance curves, available for every run, should yield
upon further analysis additional experimental informatione
Experimental data are presented in Tables A-I to
A--4 :for tests wlth vJater for variolls impeller speeds from
1150 rpm to 1900 rpm~ Suction pressure and discharge press-
ure readings were corrected ror location of piezometer con~
nections and represent pressure read1ngs in pounds per square
inc,h (psi) at the centerline of the pump 0 Discharge in
cubic reet per second (efs) and Brake Horse Power readings
are included in the tables ror a.ll test runs o Da.ta for silt-
clay-water t11ix'ture concentration of 1170 gm/liter a.re pre ...
sented in Tables A-V to A~VIII, for concentration of 1240
gm/liter in Tables A~IX to A-XI, and for concentration of
1320 gm/liter in Tables A-.XII to A-XIV.
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Calculations of pump head in pounds per square
inch, brake horsepower, and overall efficiency were made
and the resulting values plotted against flow in gallons
per minute ~or various speeds o The plots are presented
in Figures A-6 to A~12 for tests with water, in Figures
A-13 to A~19 ~or tests with silt~clay~water mixture oon~
centration o~ 1170 gm/liter, in Figures A~20 to A~25 for
concentration of 1240 gtn/liter, and in Figures A~26 to
A~31 for concentration of 1320 gm/litero In addition,
summary plots of head~flow and brake horsepower~flow are
presented for water, concentrations of 1170, 1240, and
1320 gm/liter in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively~
The brake horsepower~flow curves for the model
dredge pump plotted as expected showing approximately a
linear variation, deviating from it only at high rates
of flow o The brake horsepower inoreases with an increase
in concentration, for example, for a flow of 1000 gpm at




1240 30 0 7
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The shape of head-flow curve obtained ~or the model
dredge pump requires a comment hereo It can be shown that-
the head~flow curve of an idealized pump is a straight line~
For a given discharge vane angle~ a single line will repre~
sent the characteristics of pumps of all specific speeds on
a dimensionless plot 0 However, the hydraul.ic losses deter-
mine the head~flow curve of an actual pumpo A theoretioal
investigation has shoWYl that the actual head~flow curve is
a parabola with its apex displaced to the right of the axis
of heads. Thus the lfshut-off fT head is lower than the maxi-
mun head (Hs <IImax ) 0 Aottlal test C1..1rVeS or low specific speed
pump (N s ~ 1000 rpm) approach this .form o The perusal or a.ll
the test data (Fig o A-6 to A~31) indioates that the "shut-
off" head is lower than the tnaximum head in the case or the
model dredge pump 0 It should be noted that the specific
speed is equal to 1680 rpm for the pump &
The efficienc'yU&>flo·w curves indicate that the maxi-
mum ef.ficienc'Y' vvas l~eached for flows between 900 and 1000
gpur in the trla.jOT'it';y' of cases o The designf")low of about 988
gpm ralls in this range of maximum efficiency. The efri-
ciency-:fl,ow data are sunnnarized belol-v .for each reference ~
Concen~ 1000 1170 1240 1320tration (Water)
m/liter Efri=- Flow Effi- Flow Ef.fi<:m Flow Effi ca Flow
Speed ciency (gpm) ciency (gpm) cisney (gpm) ciency (gpm(rpm) .........'-...... (%) (%) (%) (%)
1150 72~5 730 72~7 850 69.7 1000 66.0 1000
1300 7500 900 76.0 1000 73.7 850 70 0 3 1000
1440 75~7 1000 7600 1000 71~3 900 70 0 5 1000
1550 7507 980 75.5 900 6805 1000 65.7 1000
1650 7490 1075 6605 800 6803 875 6607 1000
1750 rot 300 1050 67.7 1000 66~3 lOOO"~} 6400 7 50~~
1900 71 0 0 1000 6707 800~(
{~ Part ial Test




When a plot of e~ficiency versus speed was prepared
for water and various concentrations of the mixture, it in-
dicated that there was a sudden drop in efficiency for silt~
clay....water mixtures CI Tl1.is sudden drop in e1~ric1..ency occurred
between 1550 arld 1650 l~l)m t'or concentration of 1170 gm/litjer~
betvveen 1300 and 1440 rprn for concentration of 1230, and be--
t'lrJeen J-440 arld 1550 rprn for~ concentration of 1320 gm/liter.
There was a gradual decrease in efficiency for water~ (See
gra.ph below) 0 Tl1is migll'C ind1.cate that the mechanics of
~low in the pump change when pumping solids~water mixtures~
It should also be noted that the efficiency decreased to
approximately the same value (64-68%) ror all mixture con-
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:r~1.()de 1, Ef~1'~lc ieYlcy As A F1J.1:1ct ion Of Sp e ed And MLj{.tul~e Concentration
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When the efficiency was plotted against the mixture
concentration for the design speed of 1440 rpm in the model
(prototype speed 180 rpm), it indicated that slightly higher
efficiency was obtained for fnixture concentration or 1170
gm/llter as campa'red wltl1. that for) water 9 The efficiency
decreased with increase in concentration for concentrations
higher than 1170 gtn/liter (see be1.ovv) 0
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Dirnens iOYlless plot S 01'-' Reynolds Number versus bra.ke
horse power, efficiencY,and head were not prepared at this
time beC8..use no B.ccurate values of apparent viscosity of vari-
ous fltlid mixtures were available 6 Approximate values could
be calculated from Fig~ 3 of Reference 2, but interpolations
between the given test data may not give sufficiently accu~
ra.te vaJ_ues of appa.rent vlscosityo It might be worthwhile to
obtain the apparent viscosity values of various concentra-
tions for the purpose of preparing such a dimensionless plot.
B o DIMENSIONLESS, PLOTS
The three lluportant variables in connection with the
.design of a pump a.re the head produced, H; the power input re~
quired, P; and the efficiency, 'Y( (t For a. pump of given design~
each of these is a function of the following independent
variables ~ the characteristic length dinlension - diameter
D, speed N, flow Q, fluid density f' viscoSity~, and
elasticity, Eo
The head H depends also on acceleration due to
gravity g, since H represents shaft work per unit weight
The product gH, however, is independent of g
beoause the flow througl1 tl1.6 pump :ts totally enclosed a.nd
the fluid assumed incompressible. Therefore, ror a given
design, and neglecting E:
gH ~. f (D, N, Q, ~ ,~)1
p =: f2 CD, N, Q,p ';IA')
fl ........ f 3 (D, N, QI~i f ,)Iv)
Applying the Buckingham rr Theorem of Dimensional
Analysis with three primary dimensions: Mass (M), Length
(L), and Time (T), and letting D, N, and f be repeating
variables ,the following dimensionless rr ""'" terms were ob-
ta.ined$
rr :=: gH
1 D2 N2 '
Figure 8 is a plot of rrl versus tr2, or
gH
n2 1'J2 versus
All the test data for water and various mixture
concentrations were plotted, and the two boundary curves
represent the limits o~ all the data obtained o
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Co PROTOTYPE PREDICTIONS
As discussed in Chapter IlIon model scale, the ex~
perimental tests were carried out at prototype velocities
and heads o It is therefore expected that the efficiencies
obtained in the model w:tll approximately equal those in the
prototype 0 Consequently the 11.ead-flow, efficiency and bralce
horsepower~flow charactel~istic curves were prepared for the
prototype pump by scaling 'up the rnodel data for water (Fig~
9), mixture concentration of 1170 gm/liter (FigolO), 1240
gm/liter (Figall), and 1320 gm/liter (Figo12)o
VI o APPLICATION OF DATA TO PREDICT
DREDGE PUMP CHARACTERISTICS
The three plots shown in Fig~ 13, 14, and 15, make
it possible to predict the characteristic curves for the
morle 1 dredge pump 'hylthin a certain range of the applicab Ie
variables 0 These curves are empirical, being established
from the s-lJ.a.lysis of data. It is not recommended that the
curves be extrapolated for concentrations much beyond 1320
gm/liter until sufficient data are available to establish
the tendency or the curves 0 It should be noted that the
accuracy with vvhich prediction may be made is :tlO per cent.
As an exaxflple, suppose it is desired to obtain the
characteristic curves itor the model dredge pump when it is
pumping mixture similar to that used in the tests and having
a concentration of 1250 gm/liter at a speed or 1300 rpm o In
addition to this information, the BHP-flow curve for a speed
of 1300 x~pm must be 1{llOu,T11 for the ptlmp handling water.
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Knowing the above, the characteristic curves can
now be established e
1 0 First, the head-capacity curve will be established~
The plot in Fig Q 13 is entered on the concentration
axis at a value of 1250~ Proceed vertically to the
1300 rpm speed curve * Speeds may be interpolated
linearly 0 Next~ proceed horizontally to the maximum
head axis and read a value of 38~8 PSib Now, using
Figo 14, values of H/Hmax are tabulated for various
rates of flow o Even increments o~ rlow were chosen
and are tabulated below with the corresponding values
or H/Hmax (Columns 1 & 2)q
, ,.....,..
1 2 3 I 5 6 7 8 9 104 I
Flow H Hmax Iiead
Head BHP BHP (rnud) ffiP(mud} HP Efri-
- ft * cien....gpm Hmax psi psi Wa.ter Water BHP(water) output cy %
0 0.940 3808 36 ~ 5 84~ 3 5.6 0 0
200 1.000 38~8 38~8 89~6 8.4
400 O~989 38 .. 8 3804 8806 111t3 1 0 23 1309 9,0 64Q5
600 0 0 950 3808 3609 85 0 2 14 0 2 1 0 25 17.8 12 0 9 72.5
800 00884 3808 3403 7902 1607 1027 21 0 2 16.0 75.5
1000 0 0820 3808 31 0 8 7304 1301 1 0 29 2406 1806 75.5
Va.Illes of H/Hrr1ax rnultiplied by Hmax , 3803 psi, give
the heads for the various flows o A plot of head versus
flow completes the head-capacity curve ror a speed of
1300 rpm and a concentration of 1250 gm/litero
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2. To establish the BHP~capacity curve, the values
of BHP for given flows must be known when the pump
is handling water o These values are tabulated in
Column 6 o.f the ab ave chart tt Next, Figo 15 is el1.-
tared on the concentration axis at a value of 1250e
Proceed vertically to the various flow curves and
BHP(mud)
read the ratio of BliP}. t ,- These values are
_. ~ ~Ta er
ta.bulated in Colu.ron t7 ~ The values of BHP for vari-
au's flows at a conce:rltxo:ation of 1250 gin/liter are
obtained in Column 8 by multiplying the quantities
in Colltmn 6 b'Y" the ql1antities in Colunm 7 () A plot
of BHP versus flow completes the BHP-capacity curve
for a speed of 1300 rpm and a concentration of 1250
3. Next, the efficiency-flow curve is established.
The BHP or horsepower input has already been found
and is tabulated in Column 8. The horsepower out-
put is computed from he formula HP = j where Q
is the flow in cubic feet per second, ~ is the spe-
ci~ic weight of fluid, and H is the head expressed
in foot-pounds per pound or the fluid o In Column 5,
the heads in psi of Column 4 were converted to feet
of water~ Then the horsepower output is computed
with the above rormula and entered in Column 9. The
ratio of Column 9, horsepower output, to Column 8,
horsepower input, results in the erriciencies tabu-
ttlatecl iXl Columl1 lOG'
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In summary, a plot of the items found in Oolumns
4, 8, and 10, plotted a·gainst the values in Column 1 will
result in the characteristic curves for the model dredge
pump when operating at a speed of 1300 rpm~ and pumping
fluid of a concentration of 1250 gm/liter o These results
may be applied to the prototype dredge pump through the
use of similitude relationships discussed on pages 24 to
270
The actual experituerltal data which were used to
prepare Fig o 15 are presented in the Appendix as Fig.
A-32 and A-33.
VIIo CONCLUSIONS
Ie Satisfitetory experimentatIon was established
to obtain aceu.rate me8~surements of flow, pressure, con-
centrat ion of' rnixtu.re, po~rera input, etc 1$, while pumping
silt-clay-water mixtures.
2,; A oornplete set of experimental da.ta were
obtained for calculations of dredge pump characterist·ic
curves.
3. Empirical equations were developed ror pre-
dicting head-flow, brake horsepower-flow, and efficiency-
flow curves for the dredge pump.
4. The silt~clay-water mixtures were found to be
easily pumpable at concentration of 1320 gm/liter. A sub-
sequent trial run was made with concentration of 1375 gm/
liter, and it is hoped to obtain test data for concentra-
tion of lL~OO gtYl/~liter'i i1'1 aclditional tests.
- 46
5e Scale effect tests performed on 270 0 bends
have been inconclusive and additional experimental in-
formation is necessaryo
66 High~speed moving pictures or rlow of water
taken through a transparent Plexiglass Volute were sat-
isfactory and it is hoped to obtain valuable information
upon analysis of these films~
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Figures A-I - A-33
























FIG.. A,..3.. Model Pump with Volute Casing and Suction Head Made of Transparent Plexiglass~
FIG. A..4. D.C. Magnetic Starter Box. FIG. A-5. Dynalog Flow Recorder (left).
Operatorls Control Box (Right).
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MODEL DREDGE PID1P CHARACTERISTICS 17 SO RPM = 88
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CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED 1150 RP~
TEMPERATURE 21°0
~
Rtln Suction ])lseharge Discharge Br~al{eHead Iiead HorseNo o psi 1)8 i efs Power
98 0087 24 0 1J- 0 407
99 0 0 40 2L~~ 88 o 0 L~45 607
100 =-0 0 09 ?':{ '''74 0,,891 8 0 9(- __J f! f .
101 -1 0 15 21 0 19 1 0 337 11.,2
102 ~2()46 1v7 Q 41 10782 13.4
103 ~4 () 2L~ 12 0 86 2 0 228 1504
104 r=6067 7 () ~18 20674 1704
..
. . .
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED 1300 I1PM
~~~:t<..~="~"""-- TEMPERATURE 21°C
Run Sue t iOYl Discharge Discharge BrakeHead I-Iead HorseNo o 1)8i psi efs Power
35 0 0 18 3006.5 0 '06
36 0 0 08 31~36 00445 8 Q 4
37 0 30,,22 0 0 891 11~3
38 ~O~49 27~34 1~337 14 0 2
39 -lv97 23~69 10782 1607
. , 40 ~~3074 18058 2 0 228 19()1
41 -=6620 13052 2¢674 21 0 )+
TABLE A~I
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED 1550 RPM -
TEMPERATURE 21°C
-
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
- ~~... Head Head Horse
. - Noo psi psi cfs Power
49 1.72 42.35 a 7.8
50 0.52 42 t 17 00445 11 0 2
51 0 L~}+ 8 52 0.891 16.7
52 -O~93 41.52 1 0 337 21.4
53 -1~96 37.00 18782 25,,0
54 -4q 32 30.88 20228 2804





CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED 1650 RPM
TEMPERATURE 21°0
Run Suction Dis c11.ar ge Discharge BrakefIead Hearl HorseNo. psi psi efs Power
77 0.45 48086 0 908
78 0022 ,0",08 o.4Lt ) 1406
79 -0 0 20 1~9 ~ L~5 0.891 19.8
80 -1003 45~53 let337 24.4
81
-2 0 55 L1-2 .44 1 0 782 30.0
82 -1-1-.27 36.98 2 0 228 33.9
83 -6.73 31.75 2.674 3809
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED ~759-,RPlJI -
TEMPERATURE 21°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi efs Power
91 2~Ol 55.31 0 1104
92 o. 4~O .55.68 OG445 16'07
93 -O~O3 56 ~o4 00891 23.1
94 -1$08 52.45 1.337 28~8
95 -2 6L~6 47.95 1&782 3303
96 -4.42 42.26 2 0 228 39.0




CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 0
PUMP SPEED 1900 RPM
TEMPERATURE 21°0
..-
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power
84 2.16 66~51 0 14.4
85 0.35 65374 0.445 20.5
86 -0.05 65.42 o~891 27.7
87 -1.13 63.92 1.337 3509
88 -2.46 58.14 1.782 4105
89 -4.32 52.13 2 0 228 4706
TABLE A-IV
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED .1300 RPM
TEMPERATURE 31 •.5°0
133 -+0.82 35.89 0 :5062
- , 134 +0.82 37.59 0.445 9 0 17
135 -0.09 36.13 0.89'1 13016
136 ....0.93 ' 32.91 1.337 16.66
137 -2.40 28.15 1.782 19.20
138 -4.· 52 23.15 2.228 22.59





CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED 1440 RPM
TEMPERATURE 34.5°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse
No"
. psi psi ofs Power
140 +0058 40~76 0 7000
141 +0 0 12 42064 0 0 445 10008
142 -0.45 42~53 0 0 891 15.12
143 -0.81 38.93 1.337 19.16
144 -2.53 33.87 1.782 23.25
145 -4.42 28.60 2.228 26.72
146 -6.97 22044 2 0 674 30009
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED 15.50 RPM
TEMPERATURE 3705°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse
N,D'. psi psi efa Power
....... 147 +1.01 45.37 0 7ct85 .
148 +0.13 47.33 0.445 13000
149 -0.03 47.04 0.891 18.49
1,0 ....0.93 43.70 1.337 24.09
151 -2 .--46 45 e 13 1.782 30.09
152 ~4.52 38.57 2.228 34.73




CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED 1650 RPM
TEMPERATURE 35.5°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi lpsi cfs Power
1.54 '+1 0 00 51.37 0 9.24
1;55 +0.12 53~87 0 0 445 15~15
156 -0.18 53~66 0.891 22 0 13
157 -OCt68 49 •~~3 1.337 27096
1.58 -2.46 44~20 1.782 33.61
1$9 -4.32 38.68 2.228 40 6 50
160 -6.88 32~35 2~674 L~4 090
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED 1750 RPM
TEMPERA TURE 37.5°0
Suction Discharge Brake
Run Head Hea.d Discharge Horse
No. p'si psi cfs Power
...
161 +0.84 53.82 0 13 0 11
162 -0.29 60.65 00445 16.04
163 -0.84 63~24 0.891 25.70
164 -0.84 59.67 1.337 33004
16.5 -2.33 53.42 10782 39054
166
-4.32 47.95 2 0 228 46041




CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1170
PUMP SPEED 1900 RPM
TEMPERATURE 38°C
Run Suction Discharge BrakeHead Head Discharge HorseNo~' psi psi efa Power
168 +1.08 68094 0 13.83
169 +0044 71e92 00445 21 • .57
170 -0.98 70f& 16 0.891 29.65
171 -0.86 69.32 1.337 40.39





CONCENTRATION OF SOLlpS 1240
PUMP SPEED 1150 RPM
TE1JIPERATURE 36°0
Run Suction Discha.rge Discharge BrakeHea.d Head HorseNo o psi psi cfs Power
203 '+0.05 28~68 0 5.44
204 +0.64 29.83 0.445 7.68
205 -0.04 27.,3 0.891 11.24
206 -0.98 24.20 1.337 13083
207 -2.50 19.97 1.782 16.18
208 -4.85 15.29 2.228 18.49
209 -7.81 9.22 2~674 20.45
- 106
DATA SHEET
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS '124°
PUMP SPEED 1440 RPM
TEMPERATURE 34°0
Suction D1s cha.r ge Bra.ke
Run Head Head Discharge Horse
No. psi psi cfs Power
189 +0.15 43,~ 56 0 7.81
190 +0 0 .59 L~5 ~ 48 0.445 11.53
191 0005 44~653 '0·.891 18.13
192 1.17 41.03 1 0 337 22041
193 2.89 36.39 1.782 26072
194 '000 30.94 2.228 31.09
195 7~88 23 0 26 20674 34.73
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1240
PUMF SPEED 1550 RPM
TEMPERATURE 37.5°0
Suction Disoharge Brake
.. Run Head Head Discharge Horse
No. psi psi efa Power
210 +0005 48036 0 8040
211 +0.59 51.33 0.445 14.00
212 0.20 51046 0.891 21.20
213 1.13 48.71 1.337 27000
214 2~S5 42091 It>782 32034
215 5~OO 36.75 2.228 37025








Run Head FIead Discharge Horse
No o psi psi efs Power
217 '+O~07 ' 52~36 0 9 0 24
218 +0 0 78 tJO c 78 o {} 4L~5 16080
219 <QOo07 60~38 ot>891 23t)72
220 ~Oo98 54@ 70 1 0 337 31007
221 ~2045 49661 1 0 782 36043
222 c:s5 0 00 43 0 18 2 0 22.8 43 0 13
223 ~7~83 3}+o94, 2 ()671~~ 49023
dONCENTRA'r ION OF SOLIDS 1240
PUMP SPEED 17.50 RPM
TEMPERATURE 38°0
..
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Hea.d Horse
: No. efspsi psi Power
224 +0 0 32 61 ft 31 a 11 0 96
225 '+1 0 03 63Q92 o~445 19064
226 0$10 63e92 O~891 27.33
227 1 0 03 61/)00 10337 35055
228 2084 55e51 1 0 782 42077




CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1150 RPM
TEMPERATURE 37°C
,.
Run Suction Discharge Discha.rge BralreHead Head HorseNoo psi psi cfs Power
239 +0.88 27tJ79 0 5039
240 29» bel o ~ 4L~5 8047
241 -0 0 59 28$52 O()891 11 0 79
242 -1~23 25002 1 0 337 15021
243 -3978 19~76 1 0782 17070
244 ~6014 149)0 2 Q 228 20 0 00
CONCEN~RATION OF SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1300 RPM
TEMPERATURE 38.5°0
Run Sllction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi efs Power
281 +1.23 38~77 0 6097
282 4Q o 02 00445 10 0 41
283 -0 0 84 37091 OG831 15014
284 -2.01 34_81 1 0 337 20 0 17
285 -3.88 29033 1 0 782 22.97




CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1440 RP~1
TEMPERATURE 41°0
Suction Discha.rge Br~ke
Run Head HeEtd Discharg.e Horse
No o psi psi ers Power
253 +1.52 45~87 0 7~81
254 47.35 0 0 445 12 0 71
255 -0 . .59 46077 00891 19.33
256 -1.92 42.91 1 0 337 23.91
257 -3~73 37.83 1.782 28~97
258 -5099 31.90 2.228 33~O5
CONCENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1550 RPM
TEMPERATURE 38°0
Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse
No. psi psi cfs -Power
260 +0 0 12 .50" 50 0 8 ~ 96
261 53~48 0.445 16024
..
S6~87262 -0.66 00891 22.22
263 -lD62 48032 1.337 28.01
264 -3~83 42'0 79 1 0 782 34.73




CONaENTRA~eION' O~l SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1650 RPM
T,E~1PER1~ TURF~ 37°0
Suction Di:3 char g;E1 Dis c'har& ge BralceRun Iiead I{ead Horse
No~ psi psi efs Power
267 +1~87 57~44 0 11,034
268 :~9 0 9L~ oo 44w5 18,.64
269 -0,,25 5<} 051 OG891 2L~ ~ 96
270 ~1l>87 56041 1 0 337 33c03
'271 ~3049 50 ~4)7 1 0 782 40010
272 ~5070 It4~6e 2 0 228 4S~84
CON"CENTRATION OF SOLIDS 1320
PUMP SPEED 1750 RPM
TEMPERATURE 41°0
Run Stlctiorl Disollarge Discrlar'ge BrakeHea.d Head Horse
..
No~ psi psi cfs Power"
274 '+24)06 61+ 0 45 0 12078
275 +0.15 66074 00445 20()33
276 tQOO ~ 41} 68013, 00891 29 0 21
2 r17 ·~l 067 64~ 77 1 0 337 36087
278 --308S 57671 10782 46,,60
':rABLE A.,.XIV
McPherson, MoB,.
MoPhers on, MoB 0
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY




STUDY OF MISALIGNMENTS IN AN OPEN CHANNEL
Project Report No~ 16 12 pages 1950
MODEL STUDY OF HILLS CREEK DAM SPILLWAY
Project Report No o 17 43 pages 1950
Eagleson, P.S. CONTINUATION OF MODEL STUDY OF
HILLS CREEK DAM SPILLWAY
Project Report No o 18 75 pages 1951
McPherson, MoB It
Strausser, H.S.
Lieb ig, J •0 •
Williams, Je,C<t
McPherson, M.B.,
MODEL STUDY OF A CORRECTIVE DESIGN
FOR THE LITTLE PINE CREEK
OUTLET STRUCTURE (Sponsored by
Justin and Courtney, Consulting
Engineers, Philadelphia, Pa o )
Project Report No o 19 41 pages
TESTS OF A SIX... INCH BUTTERFLY VALVE
DISCHARGING UNSUBMERGED (Sponsored
by Fluids Oontrols Company~
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)









MODEL TESTS OF PROPOSED DESIGN OF
ANTIETAM (WAYNESBORO) DAM SHAFT
SPILLWAY STRUCTURE (Sponsored by
Gannett, Fleming, Corddry and
Carpenter, Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.)
Project Report No~ 21 76 pages 1952
TESTS OF A 1:32 MODEL OF A PROPOSED
OUTLET STRUCTURE FOR FIRST FORK
(SINNEMAHONING ) DAM (Sponsored 'by
Gannett, Fleming, Corddry and
Carpenter, Inc o , Harrisburg, Pa6)
Project Report NOb 22 16 pages 19$2
REPORT ON TESTS OF BUTTERFLY VALVES
DISCHARGING INTO A MODEL DISCHARGE
CHAMBER AND FLUM:E (Sponsored by
Fluids Controls Company, Inc~,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
Project Report No o 23 39 pages




Stra.usser, H6 S 0
Mostert, JoG.
Colleville, P oJ·l)
ADDITIONAL STILLING BASIN TESTS WITH A
1~32 MODEL FOR FIRST FORK (SINNEMltHON..
lNG) DAM (Sponsored by Gannett,
Fleming, Corddry and Carpenter, Inc 0
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania)
Project Report No o 24 46 pages 1952
BUTTERFLY VALVE RESEARCH
(Sponsored by CDC Control Services,
Hatboro, Pennsylvania)
Project Report No o 25 48 pages 1953
1953
ealleville , P 0 J • 6 -r, BUTTERFLY VALVE HEAD LOSS TESTS
(Sponsored by WoS o Rockwell Coo,
Fairfield, Connecticut)
Project Report No o 26 14 pages 1953
MODEL TESTS FOR SHAWVILLE DAM
Project Report No o 1427
(Gilbert Associates,
(Reading, Pennsylvania)
MODEL TESTS FOR CONDENSING WATER
OUTLET S-TRUCTURE .... FRONT STREET
STATION~ Erie~ Pennsylvania











MOVAB .LE BED MODEL STUDY OF GREENSB OR 0 ,
NORTH CAROLINA DAM (Sponsored by
William Co Olsen and Associates,
Raleigh, North Carolina) .
Project Report No~ 27 22 pages 1955
3 to 100 SCALE MODEL STUDY OF CHUTE
S-PILLWAY PENN FOREST DAM (Sponsored
by Bethlehem Authority, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania)
Project Report No~ 28 23 pages 1955
MODEL TESTS - NEW DIVERSION DAM
(Sponsored by Pennsylvania Elec.Co.)
~roject Report No o 29 10 pages 1956
TESTS OF A WIRE MESH FILTER
(Sponsored by Purolator Products , Inc 0
Rahway, New Jersey)
Project Report No o 30 18 pages 1958
CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL DREDGE PUMP
( SPcns ore d by U oS l) Army Corps or En-
gineers, Phila.de'lphis District)
Project Report No~ 31 110 pages 1959
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY




McPherson, MoB o DESIGN OF DAM OUTLET TRASH~RACK
VERIFIED BY MODEL TESTS
Civil Engineering
McPherson, M.B~ AN INEXPENSIVE DEMONSTRATION
FLUID POLARISCOPE
Civil Engineering
White, WoM. Discussion on Paper~ DETERMINATION
McPherson, MoBo OF PRESSURE-CONTROLLED PROFILES
ASeE Proceedings, Separate No o 491 1953




ACCIDENTAL AIR IN CONCRETE
Jour 0, ACI, Vol ~ 26, N0 0 3
Proc 6 , Vol. 51, Title 51-13
ELBOW METER PERFOR}~NCE




McPherson, M.B~ BUTTERFLY VALVE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Strausser, HoS o Proc Q ASCE~ Jouroof HydroDiv o
Paper 1167, HY 1 28 pages 1957
McPherson, MoB o DISCUSSION OF SEVEN EXPLORATORY
Dittig, floG. STUDIES IN HYDRAULICS
Frac. ASCE, JourQof HydroDivo
Paper 1230 1957
Mcpherson, M.Bo A STUDY OF BUCKET-TYPE
Karr, M.H. ENERGY DISSIPATER CHARACTERISTICS
..Frac e AseE, Jouroof' HydroDiv.
Paper 1266, HY 3 12 pages 1957
Corrections~ Paper 1348, HY 4
ppo 57-64
McPherson, MtB. OUTLET PORTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Morel, A.R~Ro Paper presented at ASCE Convention
at Chicago Feb. 1958
Straub, L.G ct
Herb'ich, J oB •
Bowers, C,E.
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF
HYDRAULIC BREAKWATERS
Coastal Engineering
Chap~ 43; PP. 715-728 1958
Straub, LtG.
Bowers, C"E o
Herb ich, J .B. 0
Herbich, JoB.




Chap 0 44, PP. 729-742
Discussion on: SHIPBOARD
HYDRAULIC BREAKWATER
Proc~ ASeE, Jouroof Waterways
and Harbors Div o Paper 1785
Discussion on: WAVE FORCES ON
SUBMERGED STRUCTURES










De 1any , A •G•
Dawson, J.H.
THE FLUSH VALVE UNDER LOW PRESSURE
Unpublished Thesis 45 pages 1940
THE EFFEOT OF LATERAL CONTRACTIONS ON
S,UPER-CRITICAL FLOW IN OPEN CHANNELS
M.S. Thesis 76 pages 1943
Coles, D. EXPERIMENTAL RELATION BETWEEN SUDDEN
Shintaku, To WALL ANGLE CHANGES AND STANDING WAVES
IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 27 pages 1943
Jacobsen, J.T o HYDRAULIC LABORATORY MANUAL
an Undergraduate Thesis L1-3 pages 1948
Becker, H. L. INVESTIGATION OF PRESSURE MAGNITUDES
AT MISALIGNMENTS IN AN OPEN CHANNEL
12 pages 1949
Becker, H~L. DESIGN OF LONG-RADIUS, HIGH~RATIO
FLOW NOZZLE 6 pa.ges 1949
William.s, Joe. A STUDY OF MISALIGNMENT IN A




THE CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF A
SCALE MODEL OF A DAM SPILLWAY AND
STILLING BASIN (FALL RIVER DAM, KANSAS)
, 44 pages 1951
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION
OF CIROULAR WEIR CHARACTERISTICS
17 pages
Williams, J.C. STUDY OF MISALIGNMENT IN AN OPEN
CHANNEL AND A CLOSED CONDUIT
M.S~ Thesis 61 pages 1952
McPherson,M.B. THE DESIGN OF BENDS
FOR FfYDRAULIC STRUCTURES
CoE o Thesis 46 pages 1952
Va.nOmmeren, W. THE CHARACTERISTICS AND ACCURACY
OF RECTANGULAR BENDS USED AS ..
~LOW ME~ERS. Ie pages 1953
Taylor, DoC e THE CALIBRATION AND ACCURACY
OF EIB OW METERS
Undergraduate Study Report 1953
Karr ,. M·.H o BUCKET~TYPE ENERGY DISSIPATORS
Graduate StUdy Report 30 pages 1956
Murthy, D.S.N. POTENTIAL FLOW IN 90 0 BENDS
BY ELECTRICAL ANALOGY
Graduate Study Report 23 pages 1956
Morel, A.R.R~ EXIT PORTAL PRESSURE STUDY 0
SQUARE CONDUIT
Graduate Study Report 13 pages 1957
Glomb, J.W. INVESTIGATION BY ELECTRICAL ANALOGY
OF POTENTIAL FLOW IN A 90° ELBOW
WITH A DIVIDING VANE
Undergraduate Study Report
17 pages 1957
Brach, P. HYDRAULIC MODEL INVESTIGATION
Castro, V.A. ON CHIEF JOSEPH DAM SPILLWAY
Kable, J.C. Graduate Study Report 41 pages 1959
Reimer, P. DESIGN OF A CAVITATION UNIT
Undergraduate Study Report
22 pages 1959
Carle, R.J. THE USE OF SPUR DIKES
WITH BR IDGE AB UTMENTS
Graduate Study Report 16 pages 1959
Carle, R. J 0 THE EFFECT OF SPUR DIKES
Kable, J.C. ON FLOOD FLOWS THROUGH
HIGHWAY BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
Graduate Study Report 135 pages 1959
Kable, J.,C. THE DETERMINATION OF THE LENGTH
OF S'PUR DIKES FOR FLOOD FLOWS
THROUGH HIGHWAY BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
Graduate Study Report 61 pages 1959
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY




Armanet, L. TURB INE BUTTERFLY VALVES
(VANNES - PAPILLON DES TURBINES)
Genissiat ppo 199~219
La Houille Blanche
Translated by P~Jo Colleville
Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Translation No o T~l 1953
Krisam, F. INFLUENCE OF VOLUTES ON CHARACTERISTIC
CURVES OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
(DER EINFLUS DER LEITVORRICHTUNG
AUF DIE KENNLINEN VON KREISELPUMPEN)
Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher
Ingenieure, Vol o 94, No o 11/12
PPo 319-366" Apr. 1952
Translated by A. Ostapenko and
John B o Herbich o Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Translation No o T-5 19,9
